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IT IS  WITH  SOME HESITATION that  the present writer admits to having viewed the
Trial in a  room  built  with Tudor  money within fifteen years of the demise of the
defendant.  Such  a fact would in the eyes of those selecting twelve  good  men and
true  assuredly render one unacceptable as  a  juror. Readers must  judge  for
themselves. Certainly it can be said  without  prejudice  that  whatever opinions
about Richard III were provoked among those  watching, other  than  Ricardians
and Anti-Ricardians  —  Jeremy Potter‘s  Laodiceans, of  whom  there were
apparently many — the reputation of the Tudors, to say nothing of Tudor
historians, was not at all enhanced by the proceedings.

The Trial will probably go down in Ricardian annals as the greatest single
event of the quincentenary celebrations and not  without  justification. Richard III
has made his mark  most  forcibly on the twentieth century through the most
modern of media. It remains only for him to be micro-processed perhaps, but
whatever dubious advantages that might provide, it  would  certainly not  amount
to the same  thing in terms of publicity. The four hour programme and the
unexpurgated transcript generated articles and reviews in the  Times,  Observer,
Daily Telegraph,  Listener, London Evening Standard,  Bookseller,  Guardian,
Daily Mail  and T. V.  Times.  The  Times Literary Supplement  provided substantial
advance  notice of the programme and the Professor of Cybernetics at Reading
University was inspired to write  a  letter to the  Listener.  Doubtless there were
others besides. Certainly the matter has not  been  forgotten, for as we rush
headlong into  1985 the  Daily Telegraph  Reviewer has placed the Trial  among his
list of  twelve  programmes for  1984  which have given him ‘special pleasure’, while
the  Sunday Times  Colour Supplement  for 30  December  looks back to the Trial as
a  memorable  occasion  and forward to the final months of the quincentenary
setting Richard III alongside such pending momentous  events as the Return of
Halley’s  Comet. (Whatever  one’s  views, however, one  must  deplore the latter's
butchering of the language to describe Richard as ‘nephewcidal’).  Such  publicity
is not the unwarranted meanderings of journalists seeking to capitalise on a  good
story regardless of their readership, for the marketing assistant of Channel Four
Television informed me that the average audience over the whole length of the
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programme was 1,118,000.  Most  of the reviews, however, were brief,
concentrating on the sparkier  aspects  of the  case  and it was revealing to find  that
in  spite  of the search for truth inaccuracies of the ‘Bosworth field, Dorset’ type
appeared in the T. V. Times'particularlyjournalistic and sensationalist piece.

The transcript prepared by the two  producers, Richard Drewett and Mark
Redhead complements the programme through its explanatory introduction, in
some cases  giving information which the viewer  might have  benefited from
having in advance.  Statements  about the spontaneity of the programme (no
memorised scripts, no retakes) and the  method  of jury selection (it would  have
been nice to have had some details  about  the questionnaire) would have helped to
a  greater appreciation  both  of the task facing the witnesses and the seriousness of
the programme. Such an appreciation was  much  needed for ‘in the inescapable
absence’ of the defendant and the certainty.  that  he was ‘beyond the power and
jurisdiction’ of the court, every available aid was required to lend the programme
seriousness and drama. In the end the latter was lacking.  Although  Drewett and
Redhead described the ‘trial  fever’ at the  studios, nervous witnesses and  ‘hooked’
staff, no  such  feeling, or tension was captured by the cameras. Participants have
assured me  that  the atmosphere on the day was ‘electric' and perhaps viewers
hearing the detailed arguments for the first time did experience  something of the
courtroom drama.

All  this  is not to deny the validity of the programme. It was first and foremost
a  legal triumph. Set in  a  replica of the Old  Bailey’s  number four court, directed by
two experienced QCs and the skilled and affable Lord Elwyn-J  ones, the expert
historians  were  brought to  book, some more  dramatically than others and some
with impressive effect.  Years  of study could not save the academics from the
merciless, dogged logic of men who had only a few weeks to grapple with the
history of the period. All in all it was an interesting exercise which might be used
in other historical controversies clouded with personal prejudices to great effect.
One was left at the end in stunned  amazement  at the staying powers  of the legal
profession and the stamina of QCs repeatedly exclaiming ‘time presses  upon  us’.
Only one really tough  reviewer was left clamouring for more.

Legally the programme faced considerable  obstacles, some  of which were
ultimately insuperable. The charge being murder was of the  most  serious nature
but the limitations of the evidence and the  exceptional  circumstances led
immediately to the setting up of  double  standards. Burden of proof lay with  the
prosecution — Richard was innocent until proved  guilty — but the  usual  criminal
standard of proof — beyond reasonable doubt — had to be replaced with the civil
standard of proof — on the balance of probability. Perhaps the  best  solution
would  have  been  a  Scottish trial which would have allowed an outcome nearer the
truth  —  not proven.  That  after all remains the  case, but no doubt that would  have
been  too predictable for the programme makers.

Proceedings opened  with  a brief introduction from the judge before the
meticulous Mr. Russell outlined the details of the  case.  To  those  familiar with the
story it was  easy enough  to follow but to an ignorant jury the opening gambit
must  have  been somewhat overwhelming and it soon had Mr. Russell apologising
for  throwing so many names at them.

Mr. Russell called four  witnesses:  Mr. Jeffery Richards, Dr. Jean Ross, Dr.
A. J. Pollard and Dr. David Sparkey. Mr. Richards, inappropriately sporting a
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Richard III badge, summarised the events of  1483, concentrating on Richard’s
enmity with the Woodvilles. His evidence was confidently given but when the
impeccable Mr. Dillon applied a little pressure he was discomfited. He was led
skilfully to a very thorough  refutation of his own words which no amount of
subsequent explanation could convincingly override. He grew visibly irritated
about  Mr. Dillon’s portrayal of Richard as  Duke  of Gloucester and became
absurdly reluctant to  accept  the well known fact  that  the Tower was the  common
resort  of  a  king-to-be before his coronation. In a final emotional outburst about
Elizabeth Woodville he left himself wide open to the  judge’s  laconic observation ‘I
don’t  think you like Elizabeth Woodville very much, do  you?’ But Mr. Dillon was
already seated  again.  "Such1s the art of  advocacy.

Dr.  Ross’ evidence raised again the old and tiresome question of the  Bones
and  teeth.  From every point of view  these  remains are  nothing more  than  a  red
herring. In the unlikely event of the Bones being proved beyond doubt to be  those
of the Princes, that alone can  never  expose  their murderer. Only Jeremy Potter
among the chief participants urged this very important point. The Jury inevitably
regarded the évidence as inconclusive. No comment was made on the fact  that
though  More referred to their burial under the staircase, where  eventually they
were found, he added later that they had  been  dug up and reburied, no-one kfiew
where.

Dr. Pollard rehearsed the known details of the Princes’ disappearance, the
reliability of Mancini and Croyland and the workings of  pre-contracts.  He
managed  with somg adroitness to parry the contentions of Mr. Dillon who
apparently confused his stories  about  Elizabeth Woodville and Eleahor Butler.
Concerning the pre-contract Mr. Dillon made the telling statement  that  Henry
VII gave up the opportuhity of examining Bishop Stillington, the author and only
witness of the  alleged  union, a  point which the prosecution and his witness never
managed to explain. Mr.  Dillon  further pinned Dr. Pollard to the lack of direct
contemporary accusation of the King and Dr. Pollard was obliged to admit the
ambiguity of the  Croyltmd Chronicl_e,  the limitations of Mancini’ s English and
the  case  for southern bias m the surviving sources.

Least significant and  last  was the  evidence  of  a  Tudor historian.  A
defensiveness which was liberally laced  with  rudeness  which  in a real court would
have  put him in contempt, characterised the last witness. The credibility of the
whole programme temporarily hung in the balance  with  his absurditie's and his
extraordinary exhibitionism  which  rendered him merely comical. The silky,
unruffled tones of Mr. Dillon who adopted an increasingly and excessively polite
stand combined  with  an exaggerated  degree  of humility, made the witness appear
ridiculous. Only sparky exchanges provided the lasting memory for the  jury and
one may doubt  whether  a  skilled prosecution would ever have Called  a  witness
who can only have  provoked  the Jurors  ’sympathy for the defendant.  Only m this
respect  was the evidence crucial.

Having admirably scored off the prosecution witnesses, Mr. Dillon  called
upon his own. The  main  achievement of the defence  was' in continuing to  cast
doubt upon the various points raised  m  the first  part  of the Trial and emphasise
the positive aspects of Richard’s character and reign. The least compelling of the
witnesses was the  first.  Lady Wedgwood's pictures were rather like the Bones. In
effect  they .proved nothing so far as the charge was  concerned,’ as indeed
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prosecution was quick to show. The latter demonstrated furthermore  that  the
argument  about  the alterations was open to an alternative interpretation.
Interestingly, however, it would seem  that  the jury was much impressed in the
King’s favour on  account  of the abuse to his portraiture.

It is on the one hand to be regretted  that  Mr. Dillon decided not to call the
ebullient Keith Dockray and on the other to be applauded that Miss Anne  Sutton
was prevailed upon to lend weight to the defence on the question of the pre—
contract. Miss Sutton satisfied the jury on Richard’s moral justification for
taking the  throne  and used her  known  expertise on the significance of the
coronation as  a  symbol of recognition.

The  last  evidence fittingly came from Jeremy Potter. He it was who inspired
the original idea. His influence as Director of Corporate Affairs of London
Weekend Television — notably not mentioned in his identification made to the
court  —  no doubt assisted in making the idea a reality. His firm commitment was
much in evidence in the witness  box.  He argued vehemently and positively on
Richard's record up to  1483, Mr. Dillon playing him for all he was worth. He
introduced several new issues, notably Richard's treatment of his other nephew,
Edward, Earl of Warwick. He never  lost  an opportunity to make  stabs  at the
Tudors and under cross-examination refused to be bulldozed or cowed by the
prosecution. Indeed the  exchange  between  these  two seemed to bring out the  best
in Mr. Russell and was at times positively racy.

The law of the land dictates  that  the last word shall be left to the defence. It is
without doubt  a  useful card and one which Mr. Dillon used with consummate
skill. He played at length  upon  the uncertainties surrounding the  case, addressing
himself emphatically to his audience with his characteristic  smoothness  and
firmness. He evoked at every opportunity the sympathy of the jury in a summing
up which was sheer brilliance.

Ricardians may pat themselves on the back following their triumph but the
Trial of course has solved nothing. Its impact on the populace cannot be
estimated with any degree of satisfaction and it is doubtful indeed whether  those
who hold firm views on the subject will have  been  persuaded even to re-think
those  views. Perhaps it is another example of not whether you win or  lose, but
how you play the game. And in this  case  the  game  was well played. Truth, as many
lawyers  will  tell you today, is still the last  thing to be found in the well of  a  court.
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